Instruction page for Elmo EV-368 Document Camera

Setup:
(1) Plug in Elmo Document Camera.
(2) Turn on main power switch (by logo).
(3) Raise right and left lighting unit arms.
(4) Press “unlock” button to move camera unit into an upright position, over document display area. Use push button release on side of camera head to swivel lens.
(5) Connect video cable from “video out” on back of document camera to “video in” on projection unit.
(6) Turn on lamp.
(7) Select light through lighting unit arms (for documents) or base (for 3 dimensional items).
(8) Choose “Internal” on video selector.

Fine tuning:
(1) Use push button release on side of camera neck to extend camera head, for full page projection.
(2) Use Iris “+”/ “-” for image brightness.
(3) Use Focus In/Out for image clarity.
(4) Use Zoom “Tele”/“Wide” for image distance.